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Purpose: To assess the diagnostic performance of distributed human intelligence for the classification of polyp candidates identified with computer-aided detection (CAD) for computed tomographic (CT) colonography.

Materials and Methods: This study was approved by the institutional Office of Human Subjects Research. The requirement for informed consent was waived for this HIPAA-compliant study. CT images from 24 patients, each with at least one polyp of 6 mm or larger, were analyzed by using CAD software to identify 268 polyp candidates. Twenty knowledge workers (KWs) from a crowdsourcing platform labeled each polyp candidate as a true or false polyp. Two trials involving 228 KWs were conducted to assess reproducibility. Performance was assessed by comparing the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of KWs with the AUC of CAD for polyp classification.

Results: The detection-level AUC for KWs was $0.845 \pm 0.045$ (standard error) in trial 1 and $0.855 \pm 0.044$ in trial 2. These were not significantly different from the AUC for CAD, which was $0.859 \pm 0.043$. When polyp candidates were stratified by difficulty, KWs performed better than CAD on easy detections; AUCs were $0.951 \pm 0.032$ in trial 1, $0.966 \pm 0.027$ in trial 2, and $0.877 \pm 0.048$ for CAD ($P = .039$ for trial 2). KWs who participated in both trials showed a significant improvement in performance going from trial 1 to trial 2; AUCs were $0.759 \pm 0.052$ in trial 1 and $0.839 \pm 0.046$ in trial 2 ($P = .041$).

Conclusion: The performance of distributed human intelligence is not significantly different from that of CAD for colonic polyp classification.
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Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death in Americans (1). Colorectal cancer is a largely preventable disease because the removal of colorectal polyps, the precursor to malignancy, is known to be curative in most patients. Tests that are effective at detecting colorectal polyps include colonoscopy and computed tomographic (CT) colonography (2). Both colonoscopy and CT colonography are tests that are performed and interpreted by trained physicians. In the past few years, computer-aided polyp detection software has been developed and has been shown to improve the diagnostic performance of CT colonography when findings are interpreted by radiologists (3–7).

Despite their promise, computer-aided detection (CAD) systems have yet to achieve their full potential in clinical practice. In the laboratory, CAD systems may have high sensitivity (>90%) for detecting polyps in the relevant size range (6 mm or larger). Unfortunately, radiologists often ignore CAD true-positive polyp findings, leading to relatively low radiologist sensitivity with the assistance of CAD (3). While the reasons for such errors are unclear, perceptual errors are suspected (8). We can learn more about these errors and develop strategies to reduce them by conducting observer performance experiments. Unfortunately, observer performance experiments are time consuming and expensive because of the limited availability and high demand for radiologists’ time.

CAD systems are ideally trained on large databases of proved cases. Typical database sizes range from hundreds to thousands of cases. Acquisition and annotation of the data are expensive and time-consuming steps in database creation. Alternatives to creating large databases would be highly desirable.

A recent innovation is the availability of distributed human intelligence, also known as crowdsourcing. In distributed human intelligence, embodied by the commercial system Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk, https://www.mturk.com; Amazon.com, Seattle, Wash), large numbers of laypeople (referred to as knowledge workers [KWs]) can be recruited to perform simple tasks distributed to them over the Internet. Today, the tasks are usually simple classification tasks that involve looking at data—for example, an image or text—and then selecting a multiple-choice response that best describes the data. Workers are typically paid a small amount of money, on the order of a few cents, to complete a task. Tasks typically take the worker less than 1 minute to complete, although more highly paid and time-consuming tasks can also be accommodated. The use of distributed human intelligence to understand and improve human perception of CAD images and perhaps reduce the need for or cost of developing large training databases has not yet been explored.

The purpose of this project was to assess the diagnostic performance of distributed human intelligence for the classification of polyp candidates identified with CAD for CT colonography. We show the accuracy, low cost, and reproducibility of one strategy and discuss training issues for accomplishing this task.

Materials and Methods

This study was approved by the Office of Human Subjects Research of the National Institutes of Health, both for the retrospective use of the anonymized patient data sets and for the participation of the KWs, in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act guidelines. The requirement for informed consent was waived.

Case Selection

Twenty-four patients were randomly selected from three medical centers from a database of patients originally accrued during the study described by Pickhardt et al. (3) and a large commercial radiology practice.

Advances in Knowledge

- Distributed human intelligence performs accurate classification of colonic polyp candidates identified with computer-aided detection (CAD) for CT colonography, with a detection-level area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of 0.845 ± 0.045 (standard error) and 0.855 ± 0.044 (standard error) by using ROC analysis in two separate trials.

- Distributed human intelligence allows rapid observer performance assessments, completing the classification of 268 polyp candidates from 24 patients in 3.5 days and 3.0 days in two separate trials.

Implication for Patient Care

- The use of distributed human intelligence may lead to improvements for the development of CAD for CT colonography, as well as for other applications.

Implication for Patient Care

- The use of distributed human intelligence may lead to improvements for the development of CAD for CT colonography, as well as for other applications.
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et al (9). Sample size was chosen on the basis of a power analysis (for Student t test with power of 80%, α of 5%, effect size of 3%, and data variation of 5%) for paired responses that may be correlated. Each patient had at least one polyp of 6 mm or larger that was confirmed with histopathologic evaluation following optical colonoscopy, and each polyp confirmed with optical colonoscopy was also detected with CT colonography. Among the selected patients, there were 26 confirmed polyps of 6 mm or larger. Baseline patient and polyp characteristics are shown in Table 1.

**Bowel Preparation and CT Scanning**

Patients underwent a standard 24-hour colonic preparation (10). Each patient was scanned in the supine and prone positions during a single breath hold by using a four- or eight-channel CT scanner (LightSpeed or LightSpeed Ultra; GE Healthcare Technologies, Waukesha, Wis). CT scanning parameters included 1.25- to 2.5-mm section collimation, 15 mm/sec table speed, 1-mm reconstruction interval, 100 mAs, and 120 kVp (11).

**CAD Algorithm**

CT images were transferred to a computer server and were analyzed by using a computer-aided polyp detection software package described previously (11–19). Leave-one-patient-out testing was used for CAD training to compare performance by using a support vector machine (SVM) committee classifier. For each patient treated as the test case in the leave-one-patient-out test paradigm, CAD was trained by using the other 23 cases to create a set of polyp detections and their associated SVM committee classifier scores for the test case. The SVM scores range from 0 to 1, with higher scores representing higher confidence that the polyp candidate is a true polyp. This procedure was repeated for each patient to create a final set of 2374 detections among all patients, for an average of 99 polyp candidates per patient, split among supine and prone CT scans.

**Experimental Data Set Selection**

Forty-seven of the 2374 detections made by CAD represented a total of 26 true polyps confirmed with optical colonoscopy. Two polyps were detected on only the supine scan, four polyps were detected on only the prone scan, 19 polyps were detected once on each of the supine and prone scans, and one polyp was detected twice on the supine and once on the prone scans. To create a manageable data set of polyp candidates with the highest probability of being true-positive results, an SVM score threshold of 0.6 or greater was chosen for this study. On the basis of free-response receiver operating characteristic analysis (20,21), this threshold corresponded to a CAD false-positive rate of 10.2 false polyp detections per patient while still maintaining a sensitivity of 0.88 for true polyp detection. An additional eight detections were discarded because of inadequate software rendering, all of which corresponded to false-positive detections from a single scan. Of the 268 remaining detections, 31 detections represented 23 confirmed true polyps. After applying the threshold level of 0.6 or greater to the SVM scores, nine polyps were detected on only the supine scan, six polyps were detected on only the prone scan, and eight polyps were detected once on each of the supine and prone scans. Each of these detections was labeled a priori as “easy,” “moderate,” or “difficult” by an expert radiologist with more than 10 years of experience with CT colonography in a research setting (R.M.S.) on the basis of perceived difficulty for a reader to correctly classify a detection as a true polyp or a false polyp. Easy detections were those in which it was decided that the categorization of the detection as true- or false-positive would be immediately obvious at a glance, with limited training. Difficult detections were those in which the categorization was not immediately obvious and might require additional knowledge or information (eg, additional training or additional viewpoints such as the alternate supine or prone view) or detections in which the finding looked like an obvious polyp but was not a polyp, on the basis of the reference standard. Moderate detections were those of intermediate difficulty.

**Distributed Human Intelligence**

We employed the MTurk Web service to find anonymous workers to perform polyp classification on our data set. MTurk is an Internet-based crowdsourcing platform that allows requesters to easily distribute small computer-based tasks to a large number of untrained KWs. KWs receive a small monetary reward from the requester for each human intelligence task (HIT) that they complete.
For this study, we believed that KWs with minimal training would be able to recognize differences in three-dimensional shapes and other features of polyp candidates on CT colonographic images that would allow them to perform accurate polyp classification. We generated and published one HIT on the MTurk platform for each CAD polyp candidate and asked 20 KWs to label each HIT as a true polyp or false polyp. By combining the results from multiple KWs who each worked on a different set of polyp candidates, we were able to create a system of distributed human intelligence that reflected the KWs’ collective judgment.

For each HIT, KWs were given some background information about colon polyps and were shown a set of five images of the polyp candidate: two three-dimensional reconstructions of the polyp candidate with and without a blue CAD mark, and three two-dimensional CT scan sections from axial, sagittal, and coronal views, with a white square outlining each polyp candidate. The KWs were also shown sets of example images as part of training prior to evaluating the test cases: five labeled examples of true polyps and six examples of false polyps. Appendix E1 (online), along with Figures E1 through E5 (online), shows an example of a HIT, and Figures E6 through E16 (online) show example images for training. Real polyps (Figs E6–E10 [online], corresponding to images 1–5 in Appendix E1 [online]) are on the left, and fake polyps (Figs E11–E16 [online], corresponding to images 1–6 in Appendix E1 [online]) are on the right. Three-dimensional reconstructions were generated by using software for virtual colonoscopy (V3D-Colon; Viatronix, Stony Brook, NY). KWs were blinded to the proportion of polyp candidates that were true-positive and true-negative results in the data set.

Each KW was allowed to complete an assignment of labeling a specific polyp candidate only once, but there were no restrictions on the number of assignments that a KW could complete. The KWs were given a monetary reward of $0.01 U.S. dollar and a maximum of 20 minutes to complete each assignment. KWs needed to have an approval rating of greater than 95% on the MTurk platform to participate in this study. A KW’s approval rating is defined as the ratio of assignments approved by MTurk requesters to the total number of assignments submitted by a KW, and it is part of each KW’s MTurk profile. Each KW is identified only by an identification number assigned by the MTurk platform.

This entire experiment was conducted twice to assess for reproducibility and consistency between trials (22), with exactly 4 weeks between the start dates for the two trials. KWs were allowed to participate in both trials, but were not explicitly asked to do so, and could complete a particular HIT once for each trial.

Statistical Methods

The primary objective was to compare the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) of the KWs with the AUC of CAD for polyp classification. The unit of analysis for constructing the ROC curves was the CAD polyp candidates (detections). Sensitivity was defined as the fraction of true polyps correctly classified. Specificity was defined as the fraction of false polyps correctly classified. Polyp classification for CAD was based on the SVM score for each detection. Polyp classification for KWs was based on the combined KW score calculated as the ratio of votes for a true polyp to the total number of votes for each detection. Higher scores are expected to indicate higher confidence that the detection represents a true polyp. Empirical ROC curves were constructed and analyzed. AUCs were calculated as Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistics. AUCs were compared by using a univariate z-score test statistic for correlation of areas from parametric ROC curves, for paired and unpaired data as appropriate, by using ROC analysis software (ROCKET 0.9.1; Charles E. Metz, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL) (23). Detections were assumed to be independent.

Several secondary analyses were performed. AUCs for KWs and CAD were compared for detections stratified by difficulty, as described above, and by size of true polyps at optical colonoscopy. AUCs were also compared for KWs who participated in both trial 1 and trial 2 to assess for improvements in performance between the two trials. Experiment characteristics, patterns of KW behavior, and distributions of KW scores were described and compared for the two trials. Confidence intervals (CIs) for rates were based on a normal approximation to the Poisson distribution. Proportions were compared with the Fisher exact test or the χ² test with Yates correction. Means were compared with the Student t test. A difference with $P \leq .05$ was considered significant.

Bootstrap statistical analysis was conducted to simulate the performance expected with fewer KWs per polyp candidate (24). This analysis was done by resampling, with replacement, of between three and 20 KWs for each polyp candidate to generate a new set of KW scores, and then calculating an AUC from the resulting empirical ROC curve. This procedure was repeated 10000 times to generate a bootstrap distribution, which gives a robust estimate of the expected sampling distribution, for each number of KWs per polyp candidate.

All statistical analyses described above were also applied to a filtered-response data set that excluded assignments completed by KWs who voted for detections as true polyps more than 99% of the time and who completed at least 40 assignments, since these KWs were presumably unreliable.

All data collection and analyses were performed with the Amazon MTurk Web interface, a spreadsheet application (Microsoft Office Excel 12.0, Microsoft, Redmond, Wash), a database management system (Microsoft Office Access 12.0; Microsoft), and the ROC analysis software (ROCKET). Numbers are reported as values ± standard deviation unless otherwise specified.
Results

Performance Comparison

The detection-level AUCs for KWs in trial 1, KWs in trial 2, and CAD are shown in Table 2. All of these AUCs were not significantly different from each other. Corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure 1.

Performance Stratified by Detection Difficulty

The detection-level AUCs for detections stratified by difficulty are shown in Table 2. For easy detections, the AUCs for KWs were higher than the AUC for CAD, reaching significance in trial 2. The AUCs for KWs for easy detections were higher than the AUCs for moderate detections, but they did not reach significance. For moderate detections, the AUCs for KWs were not significantly different from the AUC for CAD. Statistical comparisons for difficult detections were not calculated because of the small number of true detections. Corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure E17 (online).

Performance Stratified by Polyp Size at Optical Colonoscopy

The detection-level AUCs for detections from cases with true polyps stratified by size are shown in Table 2. None of the AUC pairings were found to be significantly different.

Performance for Repeat Workers

Repeat workers are KWs who participated in both trial 1 and trial 2. The detection-level AUCs for the repeat workers are shown in Table 2. The AUC for repeat workers in trial 2 was significantly higher than the AUC for the same KWs in trial 1. The AUC for the repeat workers in trial 2 was not significantly different from the AUC for CAD. Corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure E18 (online).

There were 24 repeat workers between trial 1 and trial 2, representing 16% of the 150 KWs in trial 1 and 24% of the 102 KWs in trial 2. Repeat workers accounted for 38% (2039 of 5360) of assignments completed in trial 1 and 39% (2098 of 5360) of assignments completed in trial 2, representing an average of 7.6 assignments per polyp candidate ± 1.2 (standard deviation) for trial 1 and 7.8 assignments per polyp candidate ± 0.9 (standard deviation) for trial 2. On average, repeat workers completed more assignments per trial, 85.0 assignments ± 101.9 (standard deviation) for trial 1 and 87.4 assignments ± 115.2 (standard deviation) for trial 2, than all KWs combined (P = .004 for trial 1).
**Computer Applications: Distributed Human Intelligence for Colonic Polyp Classification**

**Experiment Characteristics**

For trial 1, all HITs were completed in 3.5 days. For trial 2, all HITs were completed in 3.0 days. The average submission rates were 64.0 (95% CI: 62.3, 65.7) and 73.7 (95% CI: 71.7, 75.6) assignments per hour for trial 1 and trial 2, respectively. The submission rates were steady throughout the experiment, with moderate diurnal variations.

**KW Characteristics**

There were 150 KWs who participated in trial 1 and 102 KWs who participated in trial 2. For trial 1, 68% (3646 of 5360) of all assignments were labeled as true polyps by KWs, compared with 66% (3534 of 5360) in trial 2. The average amount of time spent on each assignment was 35.3 seconds ± 53.3 (standard deviation) in trial 1 and 24.1 seconds ± 44.8 (standard deviation) in trial 2. There was no correlation found between KW accuracy and time spent on each assignment ($R^2 = 0.004$). For KWs who completed more than 16 assignments, the mean sensitivity was 0.89 (standard deviation, 0.17; range, 0.33–1.00) and mean specificity was 0.36 (standard deviation, 0.27; range, 0–0.80).

On average, each KW completed 35.7 assignments ± 71.5 (standard deviation) in trial 1 and 52.5 assignments ± 90.6 (standard deviation) in trial 2. In trial 1, 57% (86 of 150) of KWs completed five or fewer assignments, compared with 53% (34 of 102) in trial 2. There were 11 and 15 KWs in trial 1 and trial 2, respectively, who each completed more than 200 assignments, representing 32% (2779 of 5360) of all completed assignments in trial 1 and 70% (3768 of 5360) of all completed assignments in trial 2. Although the majority of KWs completed five or fewer assignments, the KWs who each completed more than 200 assignments represented the majority of assignments completed (Fig E19 [online]).

**KW Scores**

Table 3 shows average KW scores from distributed human intelligence and average SVM scores from CAD for true detections, false detections, and detections stratified by difficulty and by polyp size at optical colonoscopy. The average KW score for true detections was significantly higher than the average KW score for false detections for trial 1 and trial 2 ($P < .0001$ for both trials).

When true polyps were stratified by difficulty, KW scores for easy and moderate detections were significantly higher than KW scores for difficult detections for both trials ($P < .001$ for all comparisons). When false polyps were stratified by size at optical colonoscopy, the average KW score for detections of 6–9-mm polyps was not significantly different from the average KW score for detections of 10 mm or larger polyps. When false polyps were stratified by difficulty, the average KW score for easy detections was significantly lower than the average KW score for moderate detections ($P < .0001$ for both trials), which was significantly lower than the average KW score for difficult detections ($P < .0001$ for both trials). The KW scores were not significantly different between trial 1 and trial 2 for all strata. Figure 2 shows the distribution of KW scores for true polyps and false polyps, stratified by difficulty.

**How Many KWs Do You Need?**

Bootstrap statistical techniques were used to show that 20 KWs per polyp candidate are sufficient to provide high-quality results (24). Figure 3 shows the expected AUC for a simulated range of three to 20 KWs per polyp candidate. As the number of KWs per polyp candidate increases, the incremental improvements in performance with each additional KW become progressively smaller. The AUC for 20 KWs per polyp candidate is not significantly different from the AUC for 10 KWs per polyp candidate ($P = .395$).

**KW Filtering**

When all of the statistical analyses presented above were applied to a filtered data set that excluded unreliable KWs (eight KWs in trial 1, seven in trial 2), there were no appreciable or significant differences in the results of any of the analyses when compared with analyses that included the complete data set; therefore, all analyses presented above are based on the complete data set.

**Discussion**

In this study, we evaluated the diagnostic performance and reliability of Internet-based distributed human intelligence compared with CAD, in the...
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Figure 2:

Histogram of detections stratified according to KW score (calculated as ratio of votes for true polyp to total number of votes for each detection) for (a) true polyps (n = 31) and (b) false polyps (n = 237) in trial 1, illustrating the differences in the distribution of scores between true and false polyps. The detections are also stratified according to difficulty, shown as stacked bars, illustrating the shift in score distributions as difficulty changes. Similar histograms were obtained for trial 2 (Fig E20 [online]).

Figure 3:

Graph of results from bootstrap statistical analysis shows expected performance, as an AUC, for a simulated range of three to 20 KWs per polyp candidate. Expected AUC is shown with standard error bars in black, and 95% CI within the shaded region. The AUC increases as the number of KWs per polyp candidate increases, with smaller incremental improvements in performance as it approaches 20 KWs per polyp candidate. CIs also become narrower as the number of KWs per polyp candidate increases. For this analysis, data were used from trial 1. Similar results were obtained for trial 2 (Fig E21 [online]).

classification of colonic polyp candidates from CT colonographic data. We found that there was no significant difference in performance between minimally trained KWs from distributed human intelligence and the classifier in our CAD algorithm for polyps 6 mm or larger. More important, distributed human intelligence was able to achieve this level of performance with substantially fewer training cases than CAD. KWs were only shown 11 polyp candidates for training, whereas CAD was trained by using ground truth data for 2374 polyp candidates generated from 24 patients. A potential benefit is that the insights gained from the use of KWs may enable the development of CAD systems by using smaller reference databases. In addition, the time and cost associated with the development of such training databases could be further reduced by using KWs to label these large-scale data. In this study, we also found that distributed human intelligence is reliable and consistent because we only observed small, insignificant differences in performance metrics and in measured experimental and KW characteristics between the two trials, separated by 4 weeks.

Subgroup analysis at the level of the polyp candidate revealed several interesting findings. When the polyp candidates were stratified by difficulty, determined a priori on the basis of perceived difficulty for human classification, the KWs’ confidence in their classification, which was based on how closely the average KW scores approached extremes, correlated well with this stratification. As expected, easy polyp candidates were associated...
with high KW confidence and difficult polyp candidates were associated with low KW confidence. This was the case for true polyp detections, where easier detections received higher KW scores, and for false polyp detections, where easier detections received lower KW scores. Similar but weaker trends were observed for SVM scores from CAD.

These differences in KW confidence translated well into differences in performance. The AUC for classification of easy polyp candidates was higher than the AUCs for classification of moderate and difficult polyp candidates for both the KWs and CAD. In addition, since the differences between difficulty strata were less pronounced for CAD than for the KWs, the AUC for easy polyp candidates for the KWs was higher than that for CAD, reaching significance in trial 2. This performance advantage of KWs over CAD for easy polyp candidates suggests that there are certain features associated with easy polyp candidates—possibly related to shape, geometry, or location in the context of the local environment—that allow humans to easily classify the polyp candidates. In contrast, the CAD algorithm, which is strongly based on surface curvature (12), may not have evaluated the polyp candidates by using these same features, thus making it more difficult for CAD to distinguish between true and false polyps.

Similar trends were found when the polyp candidates were stratified by size, as determined with same-day optical colonoscopy. For both trials, the KW confidence was higher for polyps 10 mm or larger than for polyps 6–9 mm. This study was not sufficiently powered to detect significant differences in KW confidence and AUCs for polyp size strata.

The use of distributed human intelligence that is based on anonymous, minimally trained KWs represents a newer approach to colonic polyp classification. As a whole, distributed human intelligence was robust and efficient, with a steady assignment completion rate of one assignment per minute. In addition, despite the fact that most of the KWs from the two trials represented a completely different subset of individuals, there was a surprising amount of consistency between the trials with all measures, lending it credibility as a reproducible and predictable system.

At the individual level, however, KWs exhibited highly variable behavior and, thus, presumably gave different qualities of responses. The range of sensitivities and specificities was large, and we found no relationship between polyp classification accuracy and amount of time spent per assignment. It should also be noted that KW heterogeneity was not taken into account in the calculation of KW scores. Presumably, each KW has a different voting threshold level for selecting true polyp or false polyp. A different set of KWs would be expected to have a different distribution of threshold levels. Although this factor would be expected to have an effect on individual KW scores for each polyp candidate, we have shown experimentally that the overall performance is not affected, with consistent results between two trials. At present, we have not been able to identify a reliable method of normalizing KW votes or differentiating high-quality KWs from low-quality KWs.

Given the importance of quality control in these experiments, future work should focus on developing algorithms to identify and properly handle unreliable and low-quality KWs. Even though the bootstrap analysis indicated that the number of KWs per polyp candidate used in this study was sufficient to provide high-quality results, the use of additional KWs may still be beneficial to compensate for variability in the amount of noise from unreliable responses from low-quality KWs and to decrease the effects of heterogeneity in KW voting threshold levels. In this study, we chose to use the Amazon MTurk platform since it already has multiple measures in place to ensure KW quality and prevent common systemic abuses.

Other aspects of KW behavior are also important. In this study, we found that KWs who participated in both trials showed a significant improvement in performance between the two trials. Even though the KWs were not given feedback on their performance at any point, they were still able to develop an intuition in regard to the features associated with true polyps and false polyps. Future studies could focus on the mechanisms of cumulative performance improvements in the same subset of KWs.

It is also worthwhile to consider the nature of the task performed. The KWs in this experiment were presented with a relatively simple and narrowly defined visual task. Researchers in future studies would ideally identify and independently investigate different elementary components of an overall complex task to identify specific features of an image that would enable a marked improvement in the performance of the KWs. One potential application would be in the development of training programs for medical personnel in the reading of CT colonographic images with the assistance of CAD. Without proper training, the use of CAD systems can often lead to decreases in reader sensitivity and specificity. Such information from distributed human intelligence experiments could also be very valuable for informing the future development and improvement of CAD systems themselves. It may be possible to develop CAD systems that utilize unconventional features or combinations of features, require less training data, or perform substantially better.

Web-based crowdsourcing, available since approximately 2005, is a relatively recent phenomenon, with applications thus far being largely confined to business and social sciences research (25,26). As a means of conducting observer performance assessments, crowdsourcing in the form of distributed human intelligence is considerably more rapid and efficient than traditional recruitment methods that may require substantial financial resources and physical infrastructure. The usefulness of crowdsourcing as a tool in the broader scope of scientific research has only begun to be explored (27–30).

In this study, distributed human intelligence composed of minimally
trained workers, was used as a classifier in conjunction with CAD-detected polyp candidates in CT colonography. We have already shown that distributed human intelligence is reliable and is able to perform high-quality colon polyp classification. This study lays important groundwork for future improvements and expansions on the current experimental design. Areas of improvement may include implementation of additional qualification requirements for workers, incentivized rewards systems, newer visualization methods, optimization of polyp candidate presentation, and expanded nonbinary response options. In addition, since CAD and KWs each use different features to classify the polyp candidates, a fusion classifier that incorporates both of these may yield even better performance and may result in measurable reductions in false-positive rates. A proposed fusion classifier that is based on α-integration has been used on the data from this experiment and has shown promising results (31).

In summary, we have shown that the performance of distributed human intelligence is not significantly different from that of CAD for colon polyp classification, and the use of distributed human intelligence may provide insights that guide future CAD development. We demonstrated the reliability of distributed human intelligence in two separate trials. We showed that there are differences in performance between subgroups, and we have illustrated areas where distributed human intelligence is able to outperform CAD. These results are promising and lay the foundation for future work that will improve on these methods. With additional KW training and other improvements in experimental design, we believe distributed human intelligence may perform better than CAD in more general circumstances and will be useful for decreasing CAD training requirements, allowing rapid observer performance assessments, providing insights into reader perception, reducing false-positive rates, and enabling improvements in CAD for CT colonography, as well as for other CAD applications.
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